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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
03/16/16  

The bears control until the FOMC news is factored late today  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 3:15 AM (CT): 
GOLD +0.20, SILVER -2.10, PLATINUM +2.70  

 

Early Gold Change +$1.90 from the prior session. LME Copper Stocks 167,025 
tons -3,050 tons Shanghai copper stocks +45,032 tons to 347,212 tons.  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equities were mixed overnight with Asian markets lower and the 
majority of developed markets trading higher. Oil prices were higher overnight off fresh talk of a reduced 
production meeting from OPEC. Today's report start off a weekly reading from MBA on the mortgage market 
followed by a reading of February building permits that is expected to tick down from the 1.202 million annualized 
rate seen in January, with housing starts expected to improve from 1.099 million last month. Perhaps the highlight 
of US data flow today is a reading on February consumer prices that are expected to tick down from the +0.3% 
month over month rate in January. Economic readings out of Canada offer a look at January manufacturing sales 
that are anticipated to downtick from the +1.2% month over month print in December. The second round of US 
economic readings presents February industrial production that is expected to have contracted on the month and 
well off the +0.9% gain in January. The main event of the session is the conclusion of the FOMC monetary policy 
meeting, which is expected to keep interest rates unchanged. Also of interest will be the Fed's latest staff 
projections and a press conference by Fed Chair Janet Yellen.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
A series of slack US data points this morning could set up a slide in the Dollar and that should help gold stand up 
to a negative short term trend. In fact, a 2 1/2 month uptrend channel support line was tested and initially held at 
$1,223.80 in the April gold yesterday and that channel line held again overnight. Supporting gold is news that gold 
derivative holdings overnight rose by 56,232 ounces on Tuesday afternoon. Silver also saw an inflow of 
investment yesterday with an addition of 61,549 ounces. However, the recent broad-based commodity liquidation 
tilt might be given an added push later today if the Fed is the least bit hawkish in its statement. On the other hand, 
we would expect to see a reversal in April gold this afternoon (especially if the market adds additional losses this 
morning) as that might suggest the market has fully factored-in a mostly hawkish US FOMC statement. We think 
the Fed could be more hawkish than some expectations because of the stellar payroll result last month and also 
because of their historical focus on wage gains as that might trump the pattern of mixed US data points seen over 
the last month. While gold might not fall as aggressively as was feared after the technical damage seen on the 
charts yesterday, we leave the bears with an ongoing edge and a potential spike down move might be seen today 
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down at $1,222.80.  

 

PLATINUM  
Unlike gold, April platinum managed to reject a noted portion of its probe down to even numbers of $950 and that 
fosters hope that the market has found some value. With platinum more overbought than palladium (basis the 
COT) into the recent highs, April platinum has now seen a high to low slide of roughly $61 an ounce and that 
could have leveled the spec and fund long positioning significantly. With a Russian mining concern on Tuesday 
predicting a rise in platinum demand on a year-over-year basis, that could discourage a full corrective slide to 
consolidation support down at $932.30 in the April platinum. Unfortunately for palladium derivative holdings 
yesterday declined by 6,951 ounces to stand at 1.94 million ounces. A key uptrend channel support line in April 
platinum was respected overnight at $956.90 and that support level rises to $960.80 today.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS 
The short term bias is down in gold but perhaps not in the PGM complex. In gold, damage on the charts and 
renewed US slowing concerns might force another portion of the bull camp to flee to the sidelines this morning. 
An issue that might continue to weigh on gold and silver in the coming trading sessions is fear of hawkish 
dialogue from the FOMC later today. With the last Non-Farm payroll result coming in much stronger than 
expected, we think the precious metals markets should continue to sell the rumor of the US Fed meeting until 
hawkish dialogue is either confirmed or denied. Near-term targeting in the April gold contract is seen down at 
$1,216.30 and perhaps even numbers of $1,200 if the Fed is indeed hawkish. As mentioned already a closer-in 
support level in April gold is seen at $1,225. Longs concerned about holding through the Fed result should 
consider the purchase of a May gold $1,210 put for 19.00.  

 

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
03/16/16  
Down early but a late recovery is possible  

 

GENERAL: After an early dive in prices to the vicinity of the $2.20 level 
yesterday, the May copper contract managed to recover. With the $2.20 level 
now managing to hold on 5 separate occasions, that level appears to be some 
form of value zone. However, with an unchanged NAHB housing index and 
somewhat disappointing US retail sales results, the bull camp was probably 
fortunate to have avoided a sustained downside breakout on the charts 
yesterday. On the other hand, copper might remain under pressure today as fear of a hawkish Fed statement 
might weigh on a number of physical commodities throughout the trading session. The bull camp might be 
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somewhat emboldened by the rejection of the $2.20 area again today as that level looks to be developing into 
some type of solid technical and fundamental value zone. Underpinning copper prices this week is a continuation 
of daily LME copper stock declines as the 3,050 ton decline overnight makes the 2016 decline in copper stocks 
nearly 30%!  

 

MARKET IDEAS 
As mentioned a number of times we think that $2.20 is solid support, but we can't rule out at least a temporary 
violation of that level if the FOMC statement is more hawkish than market expectations. However, we would be a 
buyer of a Fed inspired spike down washout to the vicinity of $2.1870 today.  
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